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Abstract

Parapsychology is the scientific investigation of apparently paranormal mental phenomena (such as telepathy, i.e., “mind reading”), also known as psi. Despite widespread public belief in such phenomena and over 75 years of experimentation, there is no compelling evidence that psi exists. In the present study, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) was used in an effort to document the existence of psi. If psi exists, it occurs in the brain, and hence, assessing the brain directly should be more sensitive than using indirect behavioral methods (as have been used previously). To increase sensitivity, this experiment was designed to produce positive results if telepathy, clairvoyance (i.e., direct sensing of remote events), or precognition (i.e., knowing future events) exist. Moreover, the study included biologically or emotionally related participants (e.g., twins) and emotional stimuli in an effort to maximize experimental conditions that are purportedly conducive to psi. In spite of these characteristics of the study, psi stimuli and non-psi stimuli evoked indistinguishable neuronal responses—although differences in stimulus arousal values of the same stimuli had the expected effects on patterns of brain activation. These findings are the strongest evidence yet obtained against the existence of paranormal mental phenomena.

INTRODUCTION

“But it is a miserable thing for a question of truth to be confined to mere presumption and counter-presumption, with no decisive thunderbolt of fact to clear the baffling darkness.”—William James (1896, p. 884)

If psi exists, sciences from physics to psychology may require fundamental revision. If psi does not exist, roughly half of the general population (Moore, 2005) should be disabused of their fallacious beliefs. In theory, science has the capacity to settle this debate, yet in practice empirical investigations into psi have produced much heat and scarce light. With the advent of sophisticated neuroimaging techniques, however, psychologists are in a position to advance the debate over psi beyond presumption and counterpresumption. In this article, we describe a method that has the potential ultimately to resolve the psi debate, and present results from implementing this method.

Many people give credence to the existence of psi because they have had compelling personal experiences or heard descriptions of such experiences. For example, people sometimes claim to know who is about to call them on the phone, and then moments later have this hunch confirmed after answering a ringing phone. And people sometimes seem to “know” about a loved one’s injury or death, without any good reason to have this knowledge. For instance, consider the following report from Rhine (1981):

One Thursday morning about 4 a.m., I jumped out of bed, feeling as if I was dying. I felt as if blood or something was pouring down from my head choking me and I was trying desperately to get my breath. My husband got up to help me. He tried to get me to the bathroom for some water to drink to stop the terrible choking spasms I seemed to be having. They soon diminished and I grew very weak. I thought I must be really dying. My husband put me down on the bed where I rested but felt so “all gone.” Then I thought my son had called, saying “Oh, Mama, help me,” in such anguish.

Later in the day I went to the doctor for an X-ray of my chest. I thought with such acute pain that something must be wrong. But the doctor could find nothing. That was February 10th and on the 12th we received a telegram saying our son was killed by gunshot in the head at one o’clock on February 10th. There is a nine-hour difference in time. I feel as if I called him as it happened, and I heard his groan and felt him dying. (p. 138)

Although such experiences compel many—most commonly those who experience them—to accept the existence of psi, psychologists remain skeptical of such anecdotal evidence, and for good reason: Cognitive biases such as the clustering illusion (Gilovich, Vallone, & Tversky, 1985), availability error (Tversky & Kahneman, 1973), confirmation bias (Wason, 1960), illusion of...
control (Langer, 1975), and the bias blind spot (Pronin, Lin, & Ross, 2002) may explain many apparently paranormal events that people report.

To move beyond the inherent uninterpretability of anecdotal evidence, researchers have employed a broad range of experimental methodologies to investigate psi. The most common experimental psi paradigm in recent years is the Ganzfeld (Honorton & Harper, 1974), named after a sensory deprivation technique of the same name. In these experiments, a sensorially deprived participant (the “receiver”) free associates while another participant (the “sender”), located in a properly isolated room, views a randomly selected stimulus and tries telepathically to send this information to the receiver. Following this period, which typically lasts 20 min, the receiver is presented with four stimuli and asked to identify which stimulus was viewed by the sender. Any significant deviation from chance guessing rate (25%) represents a psi effect.

Past experimental research, such as that using the Ganzfeld method, has not empirically resolved the psi debate for three fundamental reasons. First, psi phenomena are notoriously and inexplicably unreliable. No effects consistently replicate on an experiment-by-experiment basis, and meta-analytic effects suffer from similar instability (e.g., Milton & Wiseman, 1999; Bem & Honorton, 1994). Second, the positive evidence that has been reported is merely “anomalous.” As many have noted previously (e.g., Mumford & Rose, 1995), the absence of a normal explanation does not justify the presence of a paranormal explanation. Third, experiments with negative (i.e., null) results have always been vulnerable to the reasonable criticism that they assessed the wrong behavior. With no clear consensus on how psi might manifest itself behaviorally and a near-infinite set of possible behaviors to test, behavioral psi research is unusually susceptible to the argument that “absence of proof is not proof of absence.”

In the present experiment, we operationalize the psi hypothesis by asking the following question: Does the brain respond selectively to psi stimuli? By “psi stimuli” we mean stimuli that not only are presented through the usual senses (e.g., visually), but also are presented telepathically (mind to mind), clairvoyantly (world to mind), and precognitively (future to present); by “non-psi stimuli,” we mean identical stimuli that are only presented through normal sensory channels. Under the null hypothesis, these psi and non-psi stimuli are one and the same (because the additional aspects of psi stimuli do not in fact exist) and thus should evoke indistinguishable neuronal responses. Under the psi hypotheses, the stimuli are categorically different and should evoke different neuronal responses.

Research in cognitive neuroscience suggests two general effects that psi might have on the brain. On the one hand, psi might provide participants with specific, implicit knowledge of stimuli. In this case, we would expect a suppressed brain response to psi stimuli compared to non-psi stimuli. This expectation is based on extensive research that shows that the brain’s response to a stimulus is suppressed by prior exposure to that stimulus—even when the prior exposure is subliminal (Naccache & Dehaene, 2001), conceptual (Wheatley, Weisberg, Beauchamp, & Martin, 2005), milliseconds earlier (Kourtzi & Kanwisher, 2000), days earlier (van Turennout, Ellmore, & Martin, 2000), a different size, position (Grill-Spector et al., 1999), orientation (Vuilleumier, Schwartz, Duhoux, Dolan, & Driver, 2005), or format (Badgaiyan, Schacter, & Alpert, 1999).

On the other hand, psi might increase participants’ attention to stimuli without providing them with stimulus-specific content. In this case, we would expect an enhanced brain response to psi stimuli, given the evidence that attention enhances brain activity (Corbetta, Shulman, Miezin, & Petersen, 1995). In the present experiment, we tested for suppression effects, enhancement effects, or some combination thereof (with different effects in different brain areas). By hypothesizing merely a difference in activation—without specifying a direction or neuroanatomical locus—we make minimal assumptions about psi and offer the broadest possible test of the psi hypothesis.

The present approach holds promise of circumventing the problems that typically plague psi research. First, by turning to the possible effects of psi on the brain, one cannot obtain positive evidence for an anomaly without simultaneously obtaining evidence about its nature. Any differences in activation will have a neuroanatomical location, time course, and relationship with stimulus, participant, or experimental variables that can, when combined with knowledge from the field of cognitive neuroscience, elucidate the underlying mechanism. Second, given the instability of behavioral findings, one way to increase sensitivity is to go directly to the source—and assess the effects of psi on the brain itself. As the source of behavior, the brain may offer a more stable gauge of psi-mediated knowledge. Finally, the current approach promises to decrease the ambiguity of negative evidence. Although one can never affirm the null hypothesis, not all null results are epistemologically equal. Because this paradigm uniquely minimizes assumptions about the source of knowledge, the kind of processing, or the nature of mental content responsible for psi, any ensuing null results will be qualitatively more informative than those from behavioral methods. Moreover, we can compare any null results with positive results that reflect other aspects of the same stimuli; thus, conceptually, such null results can be considered part of an interaction, where one variable has effects but another does not.

In our experiment, participants played one of two roles: “sender” or “receiver.” On each trial, sender participants viewed a randomly selected target stimulus from outside the scanner (see Figure 1), and tried to...
send this information to the receiver participant by mental means alone. While the senders were doing this, receiver participants completed a simple binary guessing task, and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) was used to monitor their brain activity. On each trial of the guessing task, the receivers sequentially viewed two stimuli, guessed which one was the stimulus being “sent” (i.e., the psi stimulus), and then saw the psi stimulus a second time. This paradigm allowed us simultaneously to test all three hypothesized mechanisms of psi: telepathy (i.e., “mind reading”), clairvoyance (i.e., direct sensing of remote events), and precognition (i.e., knowing future events). The sender served as the potential telepathic source, the sender’s computer monitor served as the potential clairvoyance source, and the second presentation of the psi stimulus served as the potential precognition source.

We adapted our design from a series of low-density event-related potential (ERP) experiments that first investigated the possibility of differential psychophysiological responses to psi versus non-psi stimuli (McDonough, Don, & Warren, 2002; Don, McDonough, & Warren, 1998; Warren, McDonough, & Don, 1992a, 1992b). Our proposal relies on logic similar to that used in the earlier experiments, while at the same time taking advantage of a dependent measure (blood oxygenation level dependent [BOLD] hemodynamic response) that is substantially more informative than low-density ERPs; fMRI provides far more information about the location of activation than does low-density ERP, and in so doing affords us the opportunity to detect more possible distinct “sources” for an effect. In an additional effort to document a psi effect, we recruited biologically or emotionally related participants (e.g., identical twins) because of anecdotal and experimental evidence suggesting that they are more prone to psi (Sheldrake & Smart, 2003; Taylor, 2003; Playfair, 1999). We also allowed us simultaneously to test all three hypothesized mechanisms of psi: telepathy (i.e., “mind reading”), clairvoyance (i.e., direct sensing of remote events), and precognition (i.e., knowing future events). The sender served as the potential telepathic source, the sender’s computer monitor served as the potential clairvoyance source, and the second presentation of the psi stimulus served as the potential precognition source.

The behavioral task we used served two purposes: It motivated participants to detect the psi stimuli, and it provided the structure necessary for the BOLD contrast. We did not include the behavioral task because we expected to find an explicit (guessing rate) or implicit (response time) effect. Unfortunately, there are no behavioral tasks that can be used as “standard metrics” of psi; it is precisely this failure of behavioral research that has motivated our neuroimaging work. This observation highlights a critical asymmetry in cognitive neuroscience: All behavior requires neural activity, but not all neural activity yields behavior. Thus, in the current experiment, although the unexpected presence of a behavioral effect mandates a neural correlate, the expected absence of a behavioral effect does not necessarily imply null neuroimaging results.

METHODS

Participants

We recruited 19 pairs of individuals (6 couples, 5 emotionally close roommate/friend pairs, 3 identical twin pairs, 1 mother–son pair, and 1 pair of sisters) from the local community to participate in this experiment. Data from 3 pairs (1 twin pair, 1 friend pair, and 1 couple) were eliminated because of scanner spiking, equipment malfunction, or excessive head motion. Of the 32 remaining participants, 14 were men (mean age 22.8 years, range 19–47 years) and 18 were women (mean age 23.4 years, range 19–58 years). Each session was approximately 2.5 hr, with 1.5 hr devoted to the experimental task and the rest reserved for paperwork, instructions, training, and debriefing. In addition to travel expenses, we compensated receivers and senders with $77–134 (depending upon task performance, see subsequent description) and $50, respectively. The receiver in each pair was selected based on the participants’ preference, right-handedness, as well as magnetic resonance (MR) safety guidelines.

Materials

Stimuli

Using the International Affective Picture System (IAPS) stimulus set (Lang, Bradley, & Cuthbert, 1995), we selected 240 pairs of photographs as test stimuli based on content uniqueness and normative emotionality ratings. Negative high-arousal pictures (e.g., a snake) were paired with either neutral or positive low-arousal pictures (e.g., a tissue box, giraffe); positive high-arousal pictures (e.g., an erotic couple) were paired with either neutral or negative low-arousal pictures (e.g., a neutral face, cemetery). By maximally separating pictures within each stimulus pair on dimensions of valence and arousal, we sought to increase the likelihood of a psi effect. Figure 2 presents four examples of the sorts of stimulus pairs used (although the actual pairs were drawn from the IAPS).

Stimulus Lists

We first randomly assigned each picture pair to a stimulus category (psi, non-psi). Next, we randomly assigned half of the psi stimuli to each position (first, second), to ensure that psi assignment was not confounded with stimulus presentation. To ensure the adequacy of this randomization, we tested for differences in arousal and valence across Stimulus Category × Position conditions (paired t tests, all p > .1, two-tailed). We then created four stimulus lists to counterbalance completely each pair on these variables. Therefore, across lists, any given picture was assigned once to each of the following conditions: psi/first, psi/second, non-psi/first, non-psi/second. We also randomly
assigned pairs to trial positions within each list and created an additional counterbalancing variable of trial order (forwards, backwards). We crossed trial order with stimulus category and position to create eight total between-participants stimulus lists.

**Apparatus**

All stimuli presented during MR scanning were generated using a Macintosh G4 computer and PsyScope software (Macwhinney, Cohen, & Provost, 1997). Visual stimuli were backprojected via an LCD projector and a mirror attached to the head coil. We collected behavioral responses by using an MR-compatible button box connected to the Macintosh via a custom USB interface.

**Tasks and Procedure**

**Receiver**

After obtaining informed consent, while still outside the scanner, participants completed a practice version of the experimental task for approximately 10 min to
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**Figure 1.** A schematic of one trial. In this trial for the receiver, the non-psi stimulus appears first and the psi stimulus second. The third stimulus presentation (feedback) in each trial is always the same as the psi stimulus. The sender sees only the psi stimulus for each trial.

**Figure 2.** Examples of the sorts of stimulus pairs used in the study. From top to bottom: negative high-arousal paired with positive low-arousal; positive high-arousal paired with negative low-arousal; negative high-arousal paired with neutral low-arousal; and positive high-arousal paired with neutral low-arousal. The actual stimuli were selected from the International Affective Picture System (IAPS; Lang, Bradley, & Cuthbert, 1995) set. Because copyright restrictions prevent us from reprinted IAPS pictures, the images in this figure are meant merely to illustrate the types of stimuli used in this experiment.
familiarize themselves with the stimuli, procedure, and minimum response window (2 sec). None of the experimental stimuli were used in the practice task. Once positioned in the scanner, we first obtained anatomical scans from the receiver participants; this required approximately 25 min, during which time they passively viewed a screensaver display designed to entertain and relax them. Following this, we administered five series of functional scans while the participants completed five sets of the experimental task. Each set consisted of 48 trials, and each trial contained three sequential exposures to two unique IAPS stimuli. The first and second exposures, lasting 1 sec each, presented participants with the assigned psi and non-psi stimuli from each stimulus pair (with the presentation order varying across trials), and were separated by a randomly jittered period of fixation (2, 4, or 6 sec). From the participants’ perspective, each of the first two stimuli was a potential psi stimulus. After the second exposure, participants saw “press key now” on the screen and guessed which item was the psi stimulus by pressing one of two buttons (Button “1” for the first item, Button “2” for the second item). Participants had between 2 and 6 sec to respond depending upon the trial, and their responses did not advance the script. Following this forced-choice response, participants were presented with the psi stimulus (1-sec duration) and feedback (“correct! + $1” or “wrong!,” 2–6 sec). Receivers were told that they would receive an additional dollar for each correct response.

Sender

After providing informed consent, sender participants observed their partner practicing the receiver’s task and were concurrently given instructions about the details of their task. We then took the senders to another room, where they could not see or hear the scanner, and they waited for the investigator’s cue to begin their task. At the start of each functional series, the investigator signaled the sender to begin, at which point the sender started sequentially viewing the psi images. The sender and receiver scripts were temporally synchronized such that during each entire trial of the receiver’s task, the sender viewed that trial’s psi stimulus. Senders viewed each stimulus for 10–22 sec, depending upon timing of the receivers’ stimulus presentations. The investigator asked senders to “influence the receiver” with the psi stimulus, adopt a “playful” attitude (for a discussion of attitudes that are purportedly conducive to psi, see Targ, Braud, Stanford, Schlitz, & Honorton, 1991), maintain an active interest in the stimuli, and use whatever “sending” tactics they deemed appropriate. The investigator did not provide senders with real-time, trial-by-trial feedback; both receivers and senders were informed of the overall hit rate at the conclusion of the experiment.

fMRI Acquisition

MR scanning was performed using a 3T Siemens Allegra head-only scanner with high-speed imaging gradients and a quadrature head coil. Structural images included a high-resolution MP-RAGE scan (128 sagittal slices, 1.33-mm thickness, $T_R = 2550$ msec, $T_E = 3.25$ msec). Whole-brain functional imaging was performed using a gradient-echo echo-planar imaging (EPI) pulse sequence (33 interleaved slices oriented along the AC–PC line, 3 mm thick with 1-mm interslice gap, $T_R = 2$ sec, $T_E = 30$ msec, flip angle = 90°). Each functional series lasted 15 min 8 sec and consisted of 394 sequential whole-brain acquisitions. Four additional volumes were acquired at the start of each functional series to account for T1 saturation effects.

fMRI Analysis

We analyzed and preprocessed the functional data using the software package FSL (Smith et al., 2004). Brain and non-brain image data were segmented using FSL’s Brain Extraction Tool (Smith, 2002a). Each extraction was manually inspected and conducted again with new parameters (center of gravity, fractional intensity threshold) if necessary to ensure maximal segmentation. We applied slice timing correction to account for the sampling offsets inherent in slicewise EPI acquisition sequences, and rigid-body transformation of 3-D functional volumes to correct for spatial misalignment due to head motion. Mean changes in MR signal between functional series were eliminated with 4-D global intensity normalization (Smith, 2002b). Data were convolved in 3-D space with a 5-mm (full width half maximum) Gaussian kernel to increase signal-to-noise ratio and allow later GRF-based statistical thresholding. To inform decisions about temporal filtering, we conducted a Fourier analysis of our unfiltered design matrix. This revealed significant spectral power in high-frequency domains and little power in frequencies lower than 25 Hz. Based on this spectral analysis, we decided against low-pass filtering and set a high-pass filter cutoff of 25 sec to eliminate low-frequency noise (e.g., scanner drift). Using the tool FLIRT (Jenkinson, Bannister, Brady, & Smith, 2002; Jenkinson & Smith, 2001), functional data were registered to the brain-extracted structural images using a 6 degrees of freedom (DOF) rigid-body transformation and to standard Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI; Evans et al., 1993) space using a 12-DOF affine transformation. We visually inspected the accuracy of each registration and manually checked each brain volume for evidence of scanner spiking or other image anomalies.

Functional series were analyzed using FMRIIB’s Improved Linear Model (FILM; Woolrich, Ripley, Brady, & Smith, 2001), which removes nonparametrically estimated temporal autocorrelation in each voxel’s time series.
before applying the general linear model (GLM). For each series we modeled neural responses to the psi stimulus, non-psi stimulus, and feedback stimulus, as well as their temporal derivatives by convolving the basic waveforms (based on onset time and duration) of these variables with a double-gamma canonical hemodynamic response function (Glover, 1999). The same temporal filtering that was applied to the data was also applied to the model. For every functional volume, the following linear contrasts were employed to create statistical parametric maps (SPMs): non-psi > psi, and psi > non-psi.

We analyzed the data both from the group as a whole and also for each individual participant. To increase power, we analyzed the fMRI data using a fixed-effects model (i.e., only within-series variance was modeled) instead of the typical mixed-effects model, which was justified because the hypotheses were focused exclusively on the tested group of participants rather than the general population. Moreover, we wanted to err on the side of finding an effect, whenever justifiable. Using parametric statistics based on Gaussian random-field theory (Forman et al., 1995; Friston, Worsley, Frackowiak, Mazziotta, & Evans, 1993; Worsley, Evans, Marrett, & Neelin, 1992), the group-level SPMs for our two psi contrasts were thresholded on the voxel level at \( z = 3.1 \) (uncorrected \( p = .001 \)) and on the cluster level at corrected \( p = .025 \) (the alpha level was halved to correct for the number of contrasts). To ensure that the results from the primary analysis did not critically depend on an arbitrary chosen thresholding parameter, we tested whether the number, location, or significance of clusters qualitatively changed as a function of the voxel height threshold (tested range: \( 2.7 < z < 3.4 \)).

For each participant, we tested the same two contrasts described above but with two appropriate revisions. First, because there was much less data, we changed the primary voxel \( z \) threshold to 2.3 and the exploratory range to \( 1.9 < z < 2.7 \). Second, because we now had 32 independent tests (16 participants \( \times \) 2 contrasts per participant), we lowered the alpha value to .0016.

Three functional series, all from separate participants, were removed from the analysis. We eliminated two series because of excessive head motion (absolute displacement > 1 mm), and one because of scanner malfunction.

RESULTS

Behavioral Results

Considering first the behavioral data, the participants performed almost exactly at chance on the guessing task. Out of 3687 recorded responses, they correctly guessed the psi stimulus 1842 times (50.0%). None of the results from any individual participant deviated from what would be expected on the basis of chance variation alone. On average, participants responded 19 msec faster when they correctly selected the psi stimulus (mean response time [RT] = 939 msec) compared to when they incorrectly selected the non-psi stimulus (mean RT = 958 msec), an insignificant difference (paired \( t \) test, \( p = .109 \), two-tailed).

fMRI Results

The key results are the comparisons of brain activation for psi stimuli versus for non-psi stimuli. We sought anatomical loci across the entire brain that responded differently to these stimuli for the entire group and for each individual participant. Analyses of group data revealed no evidence whatsoever of psi. Psi and non-psi stimuli evoked widespread but indistinguishable neuronal responses (see Figure 3). However, data from a single participant (Participant 14, a member of a romantic couple) revealed several brain regions that appeared to respond less strongly to psi stimuli than to non-psi stimuli. All other analyses of individual participants revealed no significant differences in activation.

For Participant 14, the non-psi > psi contrast revealed multiple clusters of significant activation, as seen in Figure 4. The first functional series from this participant was excluded from analysis because of excessive head motion, leaving only Series 2–5 for analysis. The clusters were centered bilaterally in the superior temporal gyrus (Brodman’s area [BA] 21, 22, 41), with the largest, most significant, and most robust activity in the left hemisphere. Using our a priori voxel correction, activation in both hemispheres reached significance (after correcting for multiple analyses). In the left hemisphere, the cluster contained 592 voxels (corrected \( p = 2.48 \times 10^{-5} \)), and remained significantly large across all explored voxel thresholds (\( z = 1.9–2.7, p = .05–.005 \)). In the right hemisphere, the cluster contained 342 voxels (corrected \( p = .0107 \)), and remained significantly large across most of the explored voxel thresholds (\( z = 1.9–2.3, p = .05–.01 \)).

However, the apparently positive result from this participant could simply reflect uninteresting artifacts. One possibility is that stimulus-coupled head motion spuriously produced the activation. Although we accounted for head motion artifacts by (a) eliminating series with excessive head motion, (b) spatially aligning all 3-D functional images in the preprocessing stage, and (c) scrutinizing the anatomy of any significant activation, stimuli-coupled motion might still have produced spurious activation. As an additional control, we reduced the six motion parameters (three translations, three rotational) into two factors through principal components analysis, and added these two factors as covariates in the GLM analysis of Participant 14’s data. The addition of these covariates had a negligible effect on both the location and size of significant clusters.

Because motion induces not just spatial misalignment but complex, unmeasured changes in the MR signal...
(e.g., interpolation and magnetic susceptibility effects), all the motion “correction” methods listed above do not, in fact, completely eliminate the effect of head motion. We can, however, correlate motion parameters with the design matrix to evaluate directly the possibility that stimulus-correlated motion produced spurious activation. For each of Participant 14’s four functional series, we correlated measures of absolute and relative head motion with the convolved psi and non-psi variables (as well as the difference between them). We found no significant correlations, and thus, no evidence that stimulus-correlated motion explains our results.

A second possibility is that the activation in question represents processes that underlie a later decision (a “gleam in the eye” effect; McDonough, Warren, & Don, 1992) rather than implicit knowledge of psi stimuli. For example, because Participant 14 did not select the psi stimuli exactly 50% of the time on an individual series level or overall (success rate = 40.0%, 52.1%, 56.3%, and 59.6% for individual series and 52.0% overall), there exists a confound between the psi conditions and whether or not stimuli were later selected. This confound could produce spurious psi results by merely revealing brain regions that predict future decision making. To test for this possibility, we divided the first two stimulus presentations into selected and unselected stimuli instead of psi and non-psi stimuli, and tested the following two contrasts: selected > unselected, unselected > selected. These contrasts revealed no significant clusters of activation. Thus, the possibility of a gleam in the eye confound appears unlikely.

A third counterexplanation is that the observed activation difference reflects the participant’s idiosyncratic reactions to perceptual, conceptual, or affective differences between the psi and non-psi stimuli. Although no such content differences existed on a group level be-
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**Figure 3.** Activation maps for psi > baseline (top) and non-psi > baseline (bottom) contrasts on a group level using a fixed-effects analysis, voxel thresholding at $z < 3.1$, and cluster thresholding at $p < .025$. In all figures, we adopt the radiological convention of displaying the left and right hemispheres towards the right and left of the page, respectively.

**Figure 4.** Significant activation for non-psi > psi contrast in Participant 14 as a function of voxel $z$ threshold. Clusters were centered in the superior temporal gyrus, with the most significant activity occurring in the left hemisphere. Functional activation is overlaid on the participant’s T1 structural image.
cause of counterbalancing, they did exist for individual participants. This account of the data is consistent with the neural correlates of emotion, as found in other fMRI research that used the IAPS stimulus database: All but one of the regions that were activated in the one participant with apparently positive results have previously been shown to be sensitive to emotional valence (Kensinger & Schacter, 2006). To test this content-differences hypothesis directly, we conducted 100 simulations on Participant 14’s data (excluding the first series). In each simulation, we randomly permuted condition assignment (psi, non-psi) within each stimulus pair and reanalyzed the data (using the same voxel thresholding; \( z < 2.3 \)). We applied the same constraints to the permutations that were applied to the original stimulus lists: Psi and non-psi stimuli were balanced for onset times and stimulus position, and were not significantly different in normative ratings of valence or arousal. In no simulations were the condition reassignments significantly correlated (\( r < .1 \)) with the real condition assignments. Out of 100 simulations, psi versus non-psi contrasts revealed 10 with at least one cluster that was equal to or larger than the largest cluster (592 voxels) found in the real data. Moreover, this simulation activation occurred in all of the same areas as observed in the actual data. The probability that the results from the real series would pass significance \( (p < .0016) \) after an exhaustive permutation analysis and that the present simulation results (with 100 permutations) are due to chance is \( (100 \times 0.0016)^{10} = 1.1 \times 10^{-8}. \) Thus, the confounding between stimulus characteristics and condition for Participant 14 can in fact account for the observed patterns of activation.

Null findings are always difficult to defend, if only because they could simply indicate that the technique lacks adequate sensitivity. To examine the statistical power of our approach, we conducted two “control” analyses of psychological (rather than parapsychological) mental processes on the same data set using identical analysis parameters. First, we contrasted activation elicited by the psi stimuli with that elicited by the feedback stimuli. Although these two sets of stimuli were visually identical, there is good reason to suspect that they were processed in subtle but systematically different ways. On the one hand, the psi stimuli were novel and likely provoked response preparation; on the other hand, the feedback stimuli were recognizable and probably provoked reward anticipation. A combination of repetition suppression, fMRI adaptation, and attentional enhancement effects might also underlie any differential activation. This analysis revealed numerous regions of the brain that discriminated between psi and feedback stimuli (see Figure 5). We will not offer ad hoc interpretations for these results, but simply note that their number and strength indicate that the technique was in fact sensitive to subtle changes in information processing.

Nevertheless, this first control analysis is not ideal because it confounds trial sequence with stimulus condition (psi stimuli always preceded feedback stimuli) and also reflects the effects of several different psychological processes (making the results difficult to interpret). We therefore conducted a second control analysis that does not suffer from these limitations. Here we investigated the neural correlates of emotional arousal by dividing the first two stimuli of each trial into categories of high and low arousal; in the previous psi analysis, we segregated these same stimuli into psi and non-psi categories. As in the psi analysis, trial sequence was counterbalanced across conditions: On half the trials, low-arousal pictures preceded high-arousal pictures and, on the other half, high-arousal pictures preceded low-arousal pictures. We contrasted activation evoked by high-arousal stimuli with that evoked by low-arousal stimuli and discovered three significant clusters of activation in the following brain regions (see Figure 6): right occipital-temporal regions (BA 18, 19, 37, 39; 2081 voxels, corrected \( p = 9.35 \times 10^{-21} \)), left occipital-temporal regions (BA 18, 19, 37, 39; 1589 voxels, corrected \( p = 3.16 \times 10^{-17} \)), and the right precuneus (BA 7, 144 voxels, corrected \( p = .0063 \)). These regions have been implicated in emotional processing in prior studies (e.g., Bermpohl et al., 2006; Kensinger & Schacter, 2006; Paradiso et al., 1999). For example, similar arousal-related activation in occipital-temporal regions and the precuneus were reported by Kensinger and Schacter (2006), who also had participants passively view IAPS stimuli—despite the fact that we relied solely on normative ratings (instead of participants’ ratings) and presented stimuli for 1 sec (instead of 2.5 sec).\(^1\)

**DISCUSSION**

The results support the null hypothesis that psi does not exist. The brains of our participants—as a group and individually—reacted to psi and non-psi stimuli in a statistically indistinguishable manner. Given the relatively large number of participants, the use of fixed-effects statistics, the extensive activation elicited separately by both types of stimuli, the subtle psychological effects revealed in the much smaller data set from a single participant, and the non-psi effects we documented on a group level using identical statistical criteria, a lack of statistical power does not reasonably explain our results. Even if the psi effect were very transient, as are many mental events, it should have left a footprint that could be detected by fMRI—as did the other subtle effects we detected. In particular, the large and massively significant activation revealed by our arousal contrast shows that that the psi effect, if it exists, must be substantially smaller than the effect of arousal on brain activity.

But what of the truism that one cannot affirm the null hypothesis? We note that some null results should be
taken more seriously than others. For example, take the famous Michelson and Morley (1887) experiment, which showed no difference in the speed of light moving in different directions; these results had a profound influence on theories in physics. Or consider the possibility of water on Mars. If a set of close-up images of its surface failed to capture frozen lakes, few would accept the nonexistence of Martian water. Yet if a planetwide analysis of its subsurface soil content failed to show telltale signs of water, most would accept the null hypothesis of a Martian desert. Past null results from parapsychology are comparable to scattered snapshots of the surface in that they measure a small sample of outwardly observable variables. The current neuroimaging approach, however, seeks anomalous knowledge at its source, inside the brain, using methods validated by cognitive neuroscience. It is also exhaustive: With the exception of spinal reflexes (Creed, Denny-Brown, Eccles, Liddell, & Sherrington, 1932), all behaviors stem from brain events. Finally, the study incorporated methodological variables (e.g., biological and emotional relatedness of participants, evocative stimuli) widely considered to facilitate psi by parapsychologists. As such, the current null results do not simply fail to support the psi hypothesis: They offer strong evidence against it. If these results are replicated over a range of participants and situational contexts, the case will become increasingly strong, with as much certainty as is allowed in science, that psi does not exist.

Finally, one goal of this study was to develop, implement, and test a new way to address the psi hypothesis, one that incorporates the intellectual and technological gains of contemporary cognitive neuroscience. By using neuroimaging to compare the brain’s response to psi and non-psi stimuli, we argue that one can effectively

Figure 5. Activation maps for psi > feedback (top) and feedback > psi (bottom) contrasts on a group level using a fixed-effects analysis, voxel thresholding at $z < 3.1$, and cluster thresholding at $p < .025$.

Figure 6. Activation map for high-arousal > low-arousal contrast on a group level using a fixed-effects analysis, voxel thresholding at $z < 3.1$, and cluster thresholding at $p < .025$. 
circumvent three typical limitations of psi research: the ambiguity of positive results, the ambiguity of negative results, and the lack of experimental replicability. Thus, this method has much to offer should researchers wish to investigate further the possible circumstances in which psi might exist.
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Note
1. Although this analysis did not reveal arousal-related activation in the amygdala, we did find such activation with less stringent thresholding parameters. It is also worth noting that amygdalar activity is particularly difficult to detect because of nearby sinuses that interfere with the BOLD signal (see Johnstone et al., 2005).
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